Abstract-Twitter is one of the most popular social networks. Previous research found that users employ Twitter to communicate about software applications via short messages, commonly referred to as tweets, and that these tweets can be useful for requirements engineering and software evolution. However, due to their large number-in the range of thousands per day for popular applications-a manual analysis is unfeasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
With over 500 million short messages-tweets-sent per day, Twitter is one of the most popular social networks. Previous work [1] found that users employ Twitter to communicate about software applications and that some of these tweets contain user feedback such as feature requests, feature shortcomings and bug reports. This is a valuable source of information when determining the requirements for future software releases in the course of software evolution.
Given the high number of daily tweets-in the range of 30,000 for popular applications such as Facebook and Snapchat [1] , and the large number of tweets not containing any requirements-related information [1] , a manual analysis of Twitter streams is not feasible.
Recent research has focused on the mining of user feedback from app stores (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] ). In this paper, we investigate to which extent the techniques used in that research can be applied to tweets about software applications. While tweets and app store reviews share certain commonalities, such as their high numbers, unstructured nature and informal language, there are also significant differences. In particular, tweets are shorter than average app reviews, and the metadata in both channels is different. Therefore, the suitability and performance of techniques previously applied to app reviews for analyzing tweets need to be assessed.
In this work we present ALERTme (A LittlE biRd Told me), an approach to (1) classify tweets into categories related to software evolution, (2) group tweets according to their content and (3) rank tweets according to their relevance. We use supervised machine learning for classifying tweets, topic modeling for grouping related tweets, and a weighted function for ranking the tweets.
Developers, requirements engineers or product owners can use the results from the three steps of ALERTme to (1) filter tweets that do not contain information relevant for their tasks, (2) further summarize tweet content, thus simplifying the task of identifying requirements or other information relevant for software evolution, and (3) obtain information about the relevance of the tweets which, for example, can be used for prioritizing requirements elicited from the tweets.
We collected 68,108 tweets about three software applications and ran ALERTme on the gathered tweets. In particular, we compared the automatic classification against a manually generated truthset of 1,350 tweets, executed two assessment tasks [5] for systematically determining the quality of the tweet groups according to software practitioners' judgement and evaluated the ranking function against the assessment of software practitioners. Our results are encouraging and show that it is worthwhile to explore tweets as a user feedback channel and potential source for requirements.
The contribution of this work is threefold. First, we present ALERTme as a technical solution for processing user feedback during software evolution. Second, we present empirical evidence that state-of-the-art techniques have a good performance when classifying and grouping tweets. Third we empirically assess that our novel technique for ranking tweets yields promising results.
II. RELATED WORK
We focus the related work discussion in three areas: (1) user feedback and software evolution, (2) mining of user feedback for software evolution-with a special focus on app stores, and (3) Twitter in software evolution.
User Feedback and Software Evolution. Previous research [6] found that user feedback is essential for software quality and for identifying ideas for improvement. Pagano and Maalej [7] and Hoon [8] conducted exploratory studies and analyzed feedback from app stores. Seyff et al. [9] and Schneider et al. [10] proposed to elicit user requirements with feedback continuously from mobile devices.
Mining User Feedback from App Stores. User feedback mining has received a considerable amount of attention in the recent years. Among the most studied platforms for obtaining user feedback are app stores. Martin et al. [11] survey the most relevant work in the area. We focus on literature performing the same steps as our approach: classification, grouping and ranking. Machine learning approaches have often been applied for automatically classifying user feedback e.g., [12] , [13] , [14] . For grouping similar user feedback, LDA is one of the most used algorithms [4] , [15] . The work most related to ours is that by Chen et al. [2] , Villarroel et al. [16] and Di Sorbo et al. [17] . All of them present approaches to classify, group and rank app store user reviews automatically and use similar techniques to the ones presented in this work: supervised machine learning for classifying, topic modeling or clustering for grouping, and a scoring function or machine learning for ranking. Nevertheless, to our best knowledge, the topic modeling algorithm used in ALERTme for grouping related tweets (BTM [18] ) has not been applied on softwarerelated artifacts so far. The ranking function of our approach, tailored to specific tweet attributes, is also novel. Another major difference of our work to previous work in this area is our focus on short, informal feedback with social components available on Twitter.
Twitter in Software Evolution. Studies in this area have mainly focused on Twitter messages written by developers, while messages written by software end-users have received little attention so far. Previous work investigated the automatic processing of tweets mentioning programming languages, e.g., [19] , [20] . Singer et al. [21] interviewed and surveyed developers on their Twitter use. Their results describe developers' information overload and their difficulties in obtaining technical information. In our previous work [1] we investigated the content of tweets about software applications and applied machine learning techniques for classifying tweets relevant for technical and non-technical stakeholders. The major differences of our current work to [1] are that we now investigate tweets to the support accounts of major applications and present a more complete mining process and evaluation that includes classification, grouping and ranking of tweets.
III. THE ALERTME APPROACH
The main goal of ALERTme is to process large streams of Twitter messages and automatically identify, group and rank those tweets that are potentially relevant for software evolution, i.e., report problems, suggest improvements or express user needs. From such tweets, developers and product owners can derive issues and new requirements for evolving their product. Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach. After some preprocessing, we classify the tweets into improvement requests and other using supervised machine learning. This allows for the filtering of irrelevant information. Then we group the tweets containing improvement requests using a topic modeling algorithm. This step yields topics, i.e., groups of tweets with semantically similar content which can be used as summaries of related tweets. Finally, we rank the individual tweets and topics by using a weighted function on several tweet attributes. The output of this step is two lists of individual tweets and topics, both ordered by relevance. In the following sub-sections we describe each of the steps in detail.
A. Preprocessing
We prepare the input data by (1) tokenizing all tweet text, (2) converting all text into lower case, (3) extracting n-grams with a one to three word length (these n-grams are only used in the classification step), (4) removing stopwords and (5) stemming the text, thus eliminating inflectional forms of words.
B. Classification
The goal of this step is to classify the tweets automatically into two categories: improvement request and other. We define improvement requests as all tweets reporting bug reports, feature shortcomings or feature requests. This definition is based on the results of an exploratory study [1] that found ten fine-grained categories that can be relevant for technical stakeholders involved in software evolution (e.g., requirements engineers, developers or product owners). We chose the categories that call for explicit enhancements to the software application from these results, as we consider this content the most relevant for software evolution. When using ALERTme in practice, one can decide whether to keep or discard the tweets classified as other at the end of this step.
We use supervised machine learning techniques to automatically classify the tweets into the selected categories. In particular, we use Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) for the classification task. Our decision is based on the outperformance of Naive Bayes classifiers over other machine learning algorithms when classifying text [22] and its successful application in other software engineering tasks [2] , [23] , [24] .
To train each classifier we apply the following steps on the preprocessed data: (1) convert the preprocessed tweet text into a vector space model using TF-IDF as a weighting scheme, (2) train the classifiers on a set of manually labeled tweets and (3) predict tweet categories using the trained classifier.
C. Grouping
We use a topic modeling algorithm specialized in short text, Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [18] , for grouping semantically related tweets. BTM takes as input the preprocessed text of each tweet and outputs (1) the topics i.e., groups of words that co-occur in the whole corpus of tweets (for example, the set of words {crash, update, frustrated, version, bug} is a topic related to a users' experience when updating a software application) and (2) the association between the tweets and topics in the form of a probability matrix. In BTM each tweet is modeled as a mixture of topics i.e., a tweet can be associated to multiple topics. BTM solves the data sparsity problem common in topic modeling when applied on short text [25] by modeling the biterm (unordered word pairs) relationship on the whole tweet corpus. We chose BTM due to its specialization on short text and its outperformance both when grouping short and long text [18] over Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [26] , an algorithm that is commonly applied on longer software engineering artifacts.
D. Ranking
With thousands of tweets to go through, the relevance of each of these tweets needs to be determined automatically so that human analysts can concentrate on the important ones. ALERTme addresses this issue by ranking the individual tweets and topics in ordered lists.
Subsequently, we describe the function for ranking individual tweets and topics. Note that we only rank the tweets that are first in the conversation, if several exist. We observed that users report the main topic of the issues they are facing in their first tweet and only follow up with more tweets when the support personnel requires extra information.
Ranking of Tweets. We consider category, retweets, likes, sentiment, social rank and duplicates to be the attributes that influence the relevance of a tweet. We calculate the individual tweet ranking by means of a weighted function, TWR:
The f i are the ranking factors for the considered attributes of a tweet and the w i are empirically determined weights (see Sect. IV-D). Table I summarizes the factors and their calculation. Subsequently, we present the rationale for the chosen factors.
Category denotes whether the tweet belongs to the improvement request or other categories defined in Section III-B. We consider only tweets belonging to the improvement request category to be relevant for software evolution. Hence, we calculate f 1 with a binary function.
Retweets are the republishing of a tweet. The number of retweets of a given tweet allows for an estimation of its reach. A higher retweet count implies that the tweet will reach more people, which translates to a higher number of users reporting the same improvement request.
Likes are explicit gestures of appreciation towards the concerned tweet. The number of likes provides information 
Attribute
Calculation of ranking factor Category f 1 (tw) = 1 if category of tw is improvement request, 0 otherwise Retweets f 2 (tw) = number of times that tw is retweeted Likes f 3 (tw) = number of likes that tw has received Sentiment f 4 (tw) = 1 / sentiment score of tw [1] Social Rank f 5 (tw) = u(tw).followers * u(tw).followers / u(tw).friends [2] Duplicates f 6 (tw) = number of duplicates of tweet tw [1] The calculation of the sentiment score is explained in the text [2] u(tw) is the user who created the tweet tw about how many people find the tweet interesting. We argue that a high number of likes corresponds to many users having the same issue or request. Sentiment is the affect or mood expressed in a tweet. We use a lexical sentiment analysis tool specialized in short informal text, SentiStrength [27] , which assigns both a positive and a negative score with ranges of [1, 5] and [-1, -5], respectively, to each tweet. 5 denotes an extremely positive and -5 an extremely negative sentiment. 1 and -1 denote the absence of positive and negative sentiment, respectively. We compute a single sentiment score for every tweet in the range of [1, 9] by adding the positive and negative score and then adding 5. As tweets with low sentiment scores typically require more attention than ones containing praise, we use the inverse of the sentiment score to calculate the sentiment factor f 4 .
Social Rank is the popularity of Twitter userscharacterized by their number of Twitter followers and friends. We deem tweets by users with a high social rank to be more influential (and thus more important) than those from lower ranked users. Previous research shows that the number of followers is one of the most telling aspects when predicting the influence of a Twitter user [28] . However, exclusively considering the number of followers for measuring influence is problematic, as it does not allow to circumvent bots and users with aggressive following behaviors. To overcome this problem, we define social rank as the number of followers multiplied by the ratio of followers to friends.
Duplicates, i.e., lexically similar tweets, are an indicator that several users are discussing the same issue. Thus, tweets with a high number of duplicates should be given some attention. We compare the text similarity of all analyzed tweets using the Jaccard coefficient measure, where jaccard(
and n is the number of tweets. Tweet tw j is considered a duplicate of tweet tw i if jaccard(tw i , tw j ) ≥ β where β is a predefined threshold. We use the number of duplicates (with β = 0.55) to calculate the duplicate factor.
The formalization of the TWR function is flexible and new tweet attributes, as well as other forms of computing the already existing attributes can be easily added.
Ranking of Topics. The ranking score given to each topic depends mainly on the volume of the tweets relating to the topic and the average tweet rank within the topic. In particular, we consider that the larger the number of highly ranked tweets associated to a topic, the more important the topic. The grouping step of ALERTme produces a probability distribution for each tweet over the k generated topics. This probability distribution can be represented as the matrix
where n is the number of tweets. We use these probabilities along the already calculated tweet ranks, TWR, to calculate the topic rank, TR, as follows:
IV. EVALUATION
The main goal of the evaluation is to assess the result quality of the different steps of ALERTme. The questions that guided our evaluation are: Q1. Classification: How accurate are machine learning techniques when automatically classifying tweets relevant to software evolution? Q2. Grouping: How accurate is topic modeling for grouping tweets about software applications according to their content? Are the results from topic modeling coherent according to technical stakeholders (e.g., developers, requirements engineers and product owners)? Q3. Ranking: How accurate is our ranking approach compared to the assessment of technical stakeholders (e.g., developers, requirements engineers and product owners)? To answer our questions we collected a large sample of tweets related to three different applications and performed three experiments on this data. We subsequently describe our dataset and the performed experiments.
A. Dataset
Our dataset consists of 68,108 tweets. We collected tweets directed to the support accounts of three popular software applications: Spotify, Dropbox and Slack. We decided to collect data from these three applications due to their popularity, the high frequency of tweets targeted to their support accounts and the domain diversity between the three applications. We decided to collect feedback exclusively directed to support accounts as we assumed that these tweets might have a higher probability of being relevant to software evolution. While the Spotify and Dropbox accounts are exclusively dedicated to giving support to end-users, the Slack account is more generic and besides support is also used for marketing purposes.
We used an open-source library 1 to access the Twitter Search API 2 and import the tweets written in English whose content either mentioned 3 or replied 4 to the accounts of the aforementioned applications. We imported the tweets for a duration of two months, from May 4th until July 5th, 2016. Table II shows the selected software applications, their domain and the number of imported tweets for each one. All three applications have over 2,000 collected tweets.
B. Classification
In this sub-section, we describe the experiment setup and the metrics used to measure the classification performance. Additionally, we present and discuss the results.
1) Setup: During our experiment setup we created a truthset to train the classifier and validate its results. a) Truthset: We created the truthset by using the content analysis methods described by Neuendorf [29] . Three annotators systematically analyzed the content of a tweet sample according to an annotation guideline containing the category definitions and rules, as well as examples for each category. All annotators were graduate students from the Technical University of Munich with software engineering experience. To assure that the task was clear and avoid major disagreements, two trial runs were executed. During the trials common misunderstandings were discussed. Afterwards, each annotator independently labeled 450 tweets for each software application (same sample for all annotators). These tweets were randomly selected. In total, 81% of the annotations resulted in a complete consensus among the three annotators. Disagreements were handled via a majority voting scheme. For the cases in which the majority scheme did not yield a specific label, two of the authors manually inspected the tweets and came to an agreement about the final label of the tweet.
We consider these 1,350 tweets as our truthset. On average each annotator took 13.6 hours to complete the task, confirming the large amount of time required to manually analyze user feedback [7] , [12] . Overall, 42% of the tweets in the classification truthset were labeled as improvement request. b) Training and Comparisons: We trained and tested the classifiers with a 10-fold cross validation on the previously described truthset. Furthermore, we compared the results of the Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier against the results of a Random Forest classifier, which had good results when classifying user feedback from app reviews [16] . The training and evaluation of the classifiers was performed using Weka 5 .
2) Metrics:
We evaluate the classifier performance using three metrics traditionally used in machine learning: precision, recall and F-Measure. P recision = T P T P +F P and Recall = T P T P +F N , where T P is the number of tweets correctly classified as belonging to a category, F P is the number of tweets incorrectly classified as belonging to a category and F N is the number of tweets that are incorrectly classified as not belonging to a category. The F-Measure is defined as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall.
3) Results: Table III shows examples of tweets and their correctly predicted results by the Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier. Moreover, Table IV shows the results of both evaluated classifiers. Overall, the results from the classification step are encouraging. The Random Forest classifier had a moderately better precision for the improvement request category, while the recall was significantly higher for the Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier in this category. The Multinomial classifier outperformed Random Forest on the F-Measure, with 0.76 for the improvement request category-an 8% difference.
4) Discussion:
These results are comparable to those reported in previous work when classifying app reviews into two categories by using machine learning [2] . A manual inspection of the predicted results revealed that many misclassifications occurred with tweets reporting account issues. Tweets requesting non-technical support from the software company for solving account problems were wrongly predicted as improvement requests when there was no obvious malfunctioning in the software and tweets related to account issues were predicted as other when there appeared to be an error in the software. The cause of this problem could be the similar semantics between both types of tweets, e.g., the two tweets (1) "@SpotifyCares @Spotify Phone logged me out and I forgot my passwordof course 'forgot password' function doesn't work. Help..Help me!" which was incorrectly classified as other when there appears to be an in the software and (2) "@SpotifyCares hi there I am having some account issues can you please help" which was incorrectly classified as improvement request when there is no reported malfunctioning of the software.
The predicted improvement requests could be used to identify and fix issues in the software (e.g., Example 2 and 4 in Table III could lead to the fixing of a payment and storage issue, respectively), as well as to elicit new requirements (e.g., Example 1 and 3 in Table III could lead to the elicitation of requirements regarding the addition of song lyrics and code snippet support, respectively).
In sum, the application of machine learning techniques for the classification of tweets into the improvement request and other categories is encouraging-with an average F-Measure of 0.79 for the best performing algorithm, Multinomial Naive Bayes.
C. Grouping
In this sub-section, we describe the setup and used metrics of the experiment conducted to evaluate the quality of the results produced by the grouping step of ALERTme. Additionally, we present and discuss the results.
1) Setup:
Topics can be used to group semantically related content. Moreover, the topics-commonly represented as groups of words (see Table V )-can be used to summarize the content of the tweets associated to them. We were interested in measuring the accurateness and coherence of the topics from a software practitioner's perspective. To achieve this goal we measured the coherence of the generated topics and the association quality between the individual tweets and the topics according to the judgement of software practitioners.
We evaluated the quality of the generated topics from the three applications present in our dataset. We selected all tweets classified as improvement request by our classifier (cf. Sect. III-B) and fed them into the BTM algorithm (cf. Sect. III-C) separately for each the three applications. We used the BTM implementation provided by Yan et al. [18] . The BTM algorithm requires that we input the number of topics, k, to be generated by the algorithm. We chose the k used by BTM by manually assessing the results of the algorithm for k = {10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. For each application we chose the k value that we judged to yield the most coherent topics (k = 10 for Dropbox, k = 20 for Spotify and Slack) and used it for the subsequent experiment.
We systematically measured the coherence of the generated topics and the association accuracy between tweets and topics with the help of two human assessment tasks [5] : word intrusion and topic intrusion.
The word intrusion task evaluates the semantic coherence of the topics according to human judgement. In the task we show a list of four words belonging to a topic (according to the topic modeling algorithm) and a word with a very low probability 6 of belonging to the topic, a word intruder, in random order. The task of the experiment participant is to identify the word intruder. If a topic is coherent it should be easy for participants to find the intruder (e.g., in the topic {font, color, format, device} the word device can be easily identified as the word intruder). Otherwise, if the topic lacks coherence, it is difficult to identify the intruder (e.g., in the topic {format, error, crash, sync} it is unclear which word is the intruder) and participants will usually make a random choice when performing the task.
The topic intrusion task tests if the association between topics and tweets is accurate according to human judgement. In the task we present the tweet text, along with at most four topics associated to it with a high probability (threshold of 0.50) by the topic modeling algorithm and an intruder topic. The task of the participant is to identify the intruder topic. Similar to the word intrusion task, if the association between the tweets and the topics is accurate and intuitive, participants should not have any trouble identifying the intruder. However, if this is not the case, participants will likely choose randomly.
We evaluated ten randomly chosen topics for each software application. Similarly, we also evaluated ten randomly chosen tweets. Each task was executed twice by two different participants for the selected tweets and topics of each software application. Six people, all software developers working in industry, performed the grouping evaluation. To avoid bias, none of the participants were familiar beforehand with the generated topics and the procedure for its generation. Figure 2 shows an example of a word intrusion and topic intrusion task from the actual experiment.
We compared the BTM results against the results produced by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm [26] . LDA is traditionally used on longer text and has been applied for the grouping and summarization of user feedback provided in different channels, such as app stores [2] , [4] and bug reports [30] . We chose the same k values for running LDA as we had used for BTM. For the comparison we used the same word and topic intrusion tasks described above. Similar to the BTM evaluation, ten tasks of each type were executed for each application by the same two participants that evaluated the BTM results. We used the LDA implementation jLDADMM 7 .
2) Metrics:
For evaluating the topics we use the Model Precision (MP) [5] and Topic Precision (TP) metrics. The metrics are based on the results of the previously described topic and word intrusion tasks. MP defines the proportion of participants concurring with the topic model with respect to which word is considered an intruder. Let w m k be the index of the intruding word generated from the k th topic inferred Similarly, TP defines the proportion of participants concurring with the topic model with respect to which topic is considered an intruder.
3) Results: Table VI summarizes the MP and TP results for  each software application and Table V shows topics generated by BTM. Note that according to the MP and TP definitions, the closer the MP and TP values to 1, the higher the coherence and better association accuracy between tweets and topics (see Equation 3 ). Overall, BTM outperformed LDA. The association accuracy within topics and tweets (TP) was strong for all three applications-with BTM having an average TP value of 0.88 and outperforming LDA in two of the three cases. The coherence results (MP) among the different applications varied considerably, with BTM having the best results-an average of 0.52 among all three applications. Slack topics had a very good coherence, with a MP of 0.70 for BTM, while the Spotify had a fair coherence, with a MP of 0.55 for BTM. However, the Dropbox results for coherence were less encouraging with a MP of 0.30.
4) Discussion:
The variation among the results of the different applications could be an indicator of a need for better fine-tuning of the k parameter in our topic modelsa challenging task [3] . We manually analyzed the output of both algorithms and found that the generated topics could be relevant for software evolution as they were clearly associated to the functionality of the software. We also found that the topics generated by BTM were more informative and descriptive, compared to those generated by LDA. Both algorithms produced duplicate and mixed topics 8 , as reflected in the MP values. From the three analyzed applications, Dropbox had the largest number of duplicate and mixed topics. The low amount of data analyzed for this application and the fact that most of their users reported on very similar issues (e.g., inability to access a file, folder or the application's web site) could be possible explanations for this and thus, for the lower MP values.
Previous research on app store reviews [3] , [4] manually analyzed the results of topic modeling algorithms and reached similar conclusions with regard to the presence of mixed and duplicate topics.
Another possible reason for the fair MP results is that interpreting topic models in isolation is a difficult task as its assessors might not have all necessary context to fully understand them. In this respect, an interactive visualization that allows for the navigation between topics and individual tweets might aid in the interpretation of the topics and could be a useful addition for the use of topic models during software evolution.
In sum, our results show that the association accuracy between topics and tweets is strong and that the coherence of the generated topics is reasonable. Overall, BTM outperformed LDA in both evaluated aspects.
D. Ranking
We evaluated the ranking step of ALERTme by comparing its results against the judgement of software practitioners. To assign the weights used in the ranking function (see Equation 1 ) we used the results of a survey [31] in which we studied the importance of tweet attributes when ranking tweets. In the following sub-sections we describe the experiment setup and used metrics. Also, we present and discuss the results.
1) Setup:
We describe the truthset used in this experiment and how we calculated the weights of the ranking function subsequently. a) Truthset: We compared the results from the ranking step of ALERTme against the judgement of seven software practitioners. They rated the relevance of 110 randomly selected tweets for each software application in our dataset on a four-level scale determining how fast they should react 8 Topic with more than one main theme. Fig. 3 . Tweet attributes that affect tweet ranking according to surveyed participants [31] .
to the specific tweet 9 . During this process we presented the practitioners the tweet text and its corresponding attributes (see Section IV-D).
The tweets of each application were assessed twice by two software practitioners, with the exception of Spotify-which were assessed three times. In this case, one of the assessments was done by a software developer from the company. All other participants were not involved in the development of the actual applications for which they rated the tweets, but were familiar with the concerned application as end-users. Participants of the ranking experiment did not answer the survey [31] used to determine the tweet attribute weights (see Section IV-D1b).
We handled the disagreements between participants by averaging their relevance ratings. We used these averages to compare against the ranking results of our approach. During this process we did not average the annotation by the Spotify developer, but treated it as a separate comparison.
The topic ranking performance is solely dependent on the accuracy of the ranking of the individual tweets belonging to the topic and of the association quality between topics and tweets. Therefore, a high accuracy in the individual tweet ranking will lead to good results in the topic ranking, provided that the association between tweets and topic is correct. The results from Section IV-C show that the accuracy between tweets and topics is high. Thus, in this section we focus on evaluating the accuracy of ranking individual tweets.
b) Finding the weights of the ranking function: To determine the weights of each tweet attribute we use the survey results of our previous work [31] . In this survey we asked 84 software engineering practitioners and researchers to rate the relevance of tweet attributes on a Likert scale 10 . Figure 3 summarizes its main results.
Let A = {a 1 , ..., a 6 } be the set of tweet attributes described in Section IV-D, P = {p 1 , ..., p 84 } the set of survey participants, r(p i , a j ) the rating given by participant p i to attribute a j , and W = {w 1 , ..., w 6 } the set of weights associated to A. The computation of the weight w k for attribute a k can be 9 The scale values were defined as follows. 3: tweets that need to be addressed that same day or week, 2: tweets that need attention during the next 2-4 weeks, 1: tweets that need attention sometime afterwards, 0: unimportant tweets that need no attention. 10 5 denotes very important, 1 denotes not important at all.
formally described as the following ratio: 11 . We ran the implementation of the ranking function with the four weight variations on all of the tweets in our truthset. We performed three separate runs, one for each of the analyzed applications.
2) Metrics: NDCG [32] is used to measure the quality of ranking algorithm results, usually from search engines. It varies from 0 to 1, with 1 representing the ideal ranking of the documents-tweets, in our case. It is computed as:
rel twi is the relevance 12 of the tweet tw in the ranking position i according to the truthset (see Section IV-D1a) and IDCG is the DCG computation of the ideal ranking according to the truthset. We compute NDCG@10, a version of NDCG which considers the top 10 ranked tweets, since we are especially interested in assessing the performance of ALERTme when retrieving the most relevant tweets.
3) Results: Table VII summarizes the results of the ranking evaluation and Figure 4 shows examples of highly ranked tweets. Overall, the results of the ranking step with the different weighting schemes are encouraging, and with the exception of the two worst performing variations for Slack, are better than those reported in the literature when ranking app reviews using weighted functions [2] . The results of W survey and W no social are comparable with slight improvements when using the latter (with the exception of Slack). Among all evaluated schemes, W no mentions has the highest results for Spotify , Spotify and Slack, and slightly lower for Dropbox.
4) Discussion:
The results of the different weighting schemes varied the most among the tweets from Slack, where the removal of noise from the automatic classification (W survey m ) and the removal of mentions (W no mentions ) resulted in a significant improvement. As described in Section IV-A, the Slack account is used for both marketing and support purposes, whereas the Spotify and Dropbox accounts are used purely for support. General software accounts are more likely to contain a larger number of mentions as they contain more promotional and informative content about the software (e.g., blogs, news, additions to the software). While the content of mentions is most likely irrelevant for software evolution, mentions are seen by everyone who follows the user that composed a tweet. In contrast replies are only seen by the composer and receiver of the tweet in question 13 . This leads to more visibility to mentions and translates into more social traction in the shape of retweets and likes, giving potentially irrelevant information a higher rank. Thus, weighting schemes that take these social components into consideration should be further investigated.
It is also interesting to note that the ranking function performed best when compared against the results of the Spotify developer. However, we currently cannot make generalizations from this result and further evaluations need to be conducted to draw more concrete conclusions.
The way in which we constructed our truthset only allowed us to evaluate the relevance of tweets in terms of urgency, i.e., how fast practitioners should react to a tweet by, for example, making a fix. However, in the context of requirements engineering, additional aspects should be considered for determining the relevance of user feedback. For example, a report of a bug that is causing the system to crash might have a higher urgency than a feature request that has been retweeted many times and that was originally written by a user with high social rank. Nevertheless, in the context of requirements engineering this request might be more relevant than the bug report originating the crash, despite having less urgency. In our future work, we will assess our ranking function against a truthset in which practitioners take additional aspects into consideration for determining tweet relevance.
In sum, the results from the ranking function are promising. With the exception of one application, the best results were obtained when removing tweets that are mentions-as they generally contain data that is irrelevant for software evolution.
E. Threats to Validity
Despite the encouraging results, this work has three main potential threats to validity.
The evaluation of the three main steps of ALERTme critically depends on the quality of the (manually created) truthsets and topic evaluation tasks. To address this threat, we created our classification and ranking truthsets based on the judgement of more than one annotator or participant. Additionally, for the creation of the classification truthset we created an annotation guide with definitions and examples, and conducted trial runs to minimize the disagreement among annotators. To avoid strong disagreements on the ranking truthset, we provided the annotators with definitions of the used scale values. However, we did not provide examples of what constitutes a relevant tweet on each scale because we wanted to validate the results of our ranking step against the criteria of software practitioners-and not on a set of predefined rules. We reduced the subjectivity of the word and topic intrusion tasks of the grouping evaluation by providing the participants with examples of the tasks and by alternating the order of the BTM and LDA results.
Most of the software practitioners who participated in the experiments are not directly involved in the evolution of the applications related to the assessed tweets or topics. Nevertheless, they were familiar with the applications as end-users and all were working in the software industry. However, their criteria about what constitutes a relevant tweet or a coherent topic could be different to that of those actively involved in the evolution of the application.
We mitigated external validity threats by considering software applications from three different domains. However, all three are large, popular applications. Hence, we currently cannot generalize our results to small, less popular applications.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS A. Summary
We present ALERTme, an approach to automatically classify, group and rank tweets for their use during software evolution. The evaluation results of the three main steps of our approach are encouraging. ALERTme is able to classify tweets automatically into the improvement request and other categories with a F-Measure of 0.79. The groups of tweets generated by the topic modeling algorithms have a reasonable coherence and the association quality between the generated topics and analyzed tweets is very satisfactory. Additionally, our evaluation shows that the ranking step produces results that strongly agree with practitioners' judgement.
Our results show that applying techniques that are the same or similar to those applied on app store reviews for classification and grouping, as well as our novel ranking function are promising directions for mining user feedback from Twitter data. Thus we are confident that our research will eventually lead to practice-oriented tools for eliciting requirements from large amounts of tweets.
B. Overall Discussion
All individual outcomes of the three main steps of ALERTme can be useful for developers, requirements engineers and product owners.
The classification helps identify tweets that contain improvement requests. This is useful for software evolution as these tweets can contain valuable information for eliciting new requirements as well as identifying problems to be fixed. For example, from the tweet "At my company we share code snippets around a lot. There should be a quick way to copy a raw code snippet to your clipboard" (cf. gives developers an indication that there is a problem with the storage management of the app.
The grouping helps sort these improvement requests into semantically-related collections, further summarizing the information and potentially reducing the cognitive overload of analyzing individual tweets with the purpose of eliciting requirements or searching for potential software issues during software evolution.
Finally, the ranking prioritizes the individual tweets and generated summaries (i.e., topics or groups of tweets), giving pointers to those tweets that probably are most worthwhile to analyze and follow-up. For example, if a tweet such as the one on the OS app taking too much space (see above) has a high rank, this is an indicator that this problem should be fixed urgently.
When creating the truthset (see Section IV-B1), we noticed that 42 percent of the manually analyzed tweets contain relevant information for software evolution. In contrast, in our previous work we found that only 2.5 percent of the analyzed tweets are relevant for software evolution [1] . This striking difference is explained by the fact that in [1] we analyzed "generic" tweets i.e., tweets that mention the software, but are not necessarily directed to a support account, while in this paper, we only consider tweets directed to the support accounts of the concerned software companies. The 42 percent found in this research is also higher than the percentage in app reviews, where Pagano and Maalej [7] found that 34 percent of the reviews contained this type of content. Twitter has the advantage of being a widely used tool for communicationnot only about software, so that end-users do not need to change their context for providing their feedback. It also allows for bi-directional communication and social incentives. These factors could explain the larger proportion of tweets relevant to software evolution when compared with app store reviews.
One could argue that, due to the limited length of tweets, the information provided over Twitter is insufficient for communicating requirements or reporting bugs. However, during the collection of our dataset and its manual analysis, we noticed that software companies actively engage with users in order to obtain additional information about reported bugs and requested features-and that users follow up on these conversations, enhancing their messages with additional links and screenshots.
From these observations we conclude that in software evolution, it is worthwhile to explore user tweets as an additional information channel, particularly when analyzing tweets directed to the support accounts of software companies. We envisage future tools that link and combine feedback from multiple channels (e.g., Twitter, bug reports, app store reviews, interview or workshop protocols and usage data) for obtaining information and inspiration from users about how to evolve a software product.
We are confident that our ALERTme approach will eventually lead to practice-oriented tools exploiting Twitter as a feedback channel for information relevant to software evolution, including stakeholders' desires and needs, thus complementing the existing set of techniques and tools for requirements elicitation.
